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Recycling Used Oil Related Waste in Workshops

Generators of used oil are required by law under the Waste Act to ensure that 
their waste is responsibly managed, which includes used oil and any 
associated waste containing remnants of used oil.   

Workshops may be disposing of their used lubricating oil correctly, but what 
are they doing with related waste such as grease, contaminated sawdust or 
sand, oil rags, filters and oil containers? These items also need to be recycled 
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in a compliant manner and yet they are sometimes thrown out with general 
waste. Are used oil collectors taking away any of this waste as part of their 
service to the generator? 
 
The oil on these items, when not managed and disposed of correctly, can 
also contaminate the environment, through the ground or water.   

Bubele Nyiba, CEO of ROSE explains that some of oil generating businesses 
in South Africa are discarding related waste along with the domestic refuse 
and not properly storing them for safe disposal or recycling. 

“This is largely due to a lack of knowledge on the available alternatives rather 
than a lack of regard,” says Nyiba. 

“There is a huge worldwide shift towards sustainable business practices in 
order to protect our environment.  Responsible waste management within a 
business environment is no longer a nice thing to do but a necessary thing to 
do.” 

“The ROSE Foundation is committed to championing the responsible storage, 
transportation, recycling and disposal of used oil and all its related waste,” 
concludes Nyiba. 

A quick guide to recycling associated waste 

The ROSE Foundation suggests that generators separate their related waste 
(oily rags, sawdust, filters, cardboard, plastic bottles and tin cans, antifreeze 
and coolants) into a separate waste bin to allow for easy collection and 
disposal. The generator is required to keep a waste manifest for each waste 
stream that is disposed of which includes associated used oil waste.  

Drum recycling: “Empty drums and IBC’s are another related waste item that 
must be recycled responsibly. Drums are collected by members of SAICRA 
(South African Industrial Container Reconditioners Association) for 
reconditioning into drums of high quality that are sold back into the market. 
There are many drum reconditioning plants in South Africa, that is why you 
will not see a used drum dumped in a landfill site,” says Nyiba.  

Grease Traps: There are businesses that specialise in a grease trap cleaning 
service but before contracting them ask the right questions and find out what 
they do with the spent grease. 

For assistance, advice or information on recycling, contact the ROSE 
Foundation on 0860 667 272 or visit www.rosefoundation.org.za.  
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Collector Focus - Meet MS Oil Trap 

MS Oiltrap was formed eight years ago by husband and wife team Marshane 
and Silas De Beer when they identified the need for a business that cleans 
wash bays and sumps.   
 
From humble beginnings with a single bakkie and trailer operating from their 
home, the business has grown in leaps and bounds and now the company 
operates out of commercial premises with a bulking point, two tanker trucks 
and a drop side truck that collects used oil daily. 

In addition to this, there are two bakkies on the road that handle the collection 
of used oil filters and the cleaning of sumps. 

Marshane De Beer says that despite the usual challenges of ensuring that 
their trucks return with oil onboard every day and handling mechanical 
breakdowns in their fleet of vehicles, part of MS Oiltraps’ success has been 
an unwavering focus on dedication, honesty, integrity and hard work.  “It is 
important to treat staff and customers as you would like to be treated.”   
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De Beer goes on to say that for her, being a woman at the helm of a business 
in a male-dominated industry has been made easier by having a great partner 
and team behind her.  She was in a male-dominated industry before the 
launch of MS Oiltrap as assistant manager of the boiler part spares division 
for John Thompson and so is no stranger to the need to be strong says De 
Beer. 

When asked about the current legislation governing the used oil industry De 
Beer says that MS Oiltrap welcome the rules applicable to used oil collectors 
and says that they are grateful for the audits and checks in place by the 
ROSE Foundation that keep the industry in line with government imposed 
legislation. 

In terms of future plans for MS Oiltrap De Beer says that “nothing is 
impossible with God.” 
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ROSE Foundation Partners with Automobil 

The ROSE Foundation has identified a strategic platform for communicating 
to a large volume of workshops throughout the country in the form of 
Automobil, the monthly print publication, supplied free to members of the 
Retail Motor Industry organisation (RMI) www.rmi.org.za. 

The magazine, website, weekly web letters and social media platforms, are 
the primary vehicles of communication between the RMI and its members, 
and it provides an invaluable communication channel for ROSE to 
communicate important messages about recycling used oil to the motor 
industry stakeholders. ROSE will be advertising regularly in the publication 
and will submit relevant editorial to educate RMI members about the various 
aspects of ROSE and recycling used oil. 

“We would like the motor workshops to support ROSE through responsible 
recycling practices and by accepting used oil into their storage tanks from DIY 
mechanics and small businesses that do not generate sufficient volumes for 
collection,” says Bubele Nyiba, CEO of the ROSE Foundation.  

“For ROSE to fulfill its function, we rely on a partnership with all of our 
stakeholders – we must work together in protecting the environment,” 
concludes Nyiba. 
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Processors and Collectors 

For a list of all ROSE licensed Collectors and Processors click here.
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